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                  EDO UNIVERSITY IYAMHO  

                         Department of Sociology      
SOC 111: Introduction to Sociology I 

 

 

Instructor: Anthony O. Ogette, email: ogette.anthony@edouniversity.edu.ng 

Lectures: Wednesday, 3pm – 5pm, LC1, phone: (+234) 8039179218. 

Office hours: Tuesday, 10am to 11am, Office: Floor1 Rm 12 

 

General overview of lecture: This course is designed to activate students’ sociological 

imagination in order to have a solid foundation in sociology as well as equip them with the 

knowledge that there are different kinds of people in the world who do not necessarily think the 

way they do in order to increase their willingness and ability to try to see the world from other 

people’s perspectives thereby, preparing them to live and work in an increasingly diverse and 

integrated world.  

 

Learning outcomes: At the completion of this course, students are expected to: 

 

1. Describe what sociology is and its relationship with other social science disciplines. 

2. Know the history of sociology and the founding fathers. 

3. Explain major theoretical perspectives in sociology and their relevance. 

4. Describe basic sociological concepts like society, culture, social facts, social structure etc.  

5. Identify sociology as a science 

6. Understand basic sociological assumptions.  

 

Assignments: We expect to have 1 individual homework assignment, 1 group assignment 

throughout the course in addition to a Mid-Term Test and a Final Examination. Home works in the 

form of individual assignments, and group assignments are organized and structured as preparation 

for the midterm test and final exam. The goal is to have the students prepare adequately for the final 

exam.   

 

Grading: We will assign 10% of this class grade to individual homework assignment, 10% for 

group assignment, 10% for the mid-term test and 70% for the final examination. The Final 

examination is comprehensive. 

 

Textbook: The recommended textbook for this class are as stated: 

 

Title: Issues and Perspectives in Sociology. 

Author(s): Agbonlahor, F.I, Olutayo, A.O. et al. 

Publisher: Nigeria: Sam Bookman Educational and Communication Services. 

Year: 1995 

 

Title: Sociology Themes and Perspectives 

Author(s): Haralambos & Holborn 

 

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/
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Publisher: HarperCollinsPublishers Limited (8th ed) 

Year: 2013 

 

Title: Sociology: A Contemporary Science of Human Interaction in Society. 

Author(s): Ogunbameru, O.A 

Publisher: Penthouse Publications. 

Year: 2009 

 

Title: Introduction to Sociology  

Author(s): OpenStax College 

Publisher: OpenStax College 

Year: 2012 

 

Main Lecture: Below is a description of the contents:  

 

 Introduction: 

Sociology as a discipline emerged through the works of individuals who are interested in solving 

the problems that confronted their societies. They realized that humans in society were not always 

orderly and the formation of groups and associations do not always follow a patterned arrangement. 

Hence, they attempt to understand the pattern or order of human interaction by studying how 

societies operate. Sociology explores the forces that influence people and help shape their lives. It is 

widely believed that society shapes what we do, how we do it, and how we understand what others 

do. Therefore, studying sociology helps people see where they connect to different groups based on 

the many different ways they classify themselves and how society classifies them in turn.  

 

 Sociology and other social science disciplines 

Sociology is unique among other social science disciplines because it seeks to study all of the other 

disciplines. The reason is that society, which is the major concern of sociology, contains all of the 

other disciplines. Sociology seeks to understand the history of a society and relate it to the present, 

as well as studies the political system of a society to uncover important implications concerning 

how a society conducts itself. A sociologist may also be interested in how individual units within 

society have a psychology that affects the society as a whole. Sociology is a multidisciplinary field, 

because it draws from a variety of other social science disciplines. This is because the main focus of 

sociology is the study of man and his interaction with the society as a whole. The word society is 

underlined because it is the main laboratory where all other social science disciplines relay. This is 

not unconnected with the reason sociology is referred to as the mother of all social science 

disciplines. 

 

 Brief History of Sociology and the founding fathers 
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The most significant event among others that led to the emergence of sociology as a discipline was the Industrial 

Revolution of the early nineteenth century. Although sociology has its roots in the works of philosophers like Ibn 

Khaldun, John Locke, Immanuel Kant, and Thomas Hobbes, Plato, Aristotle, etc, it emerged in the early nineteenth 

century in response to significant changes in the human society resulting from industrial revolution. Therefore, to 

address these changes warranted an understanding or explanation of how the world works. Hence, social thinkers like 

August Comte, Karl Marx, Herbert Spencer, Emile Durkheim, Max Weber responded to these changes by trying to 

understand what holds social groups together and also to explore possible solutions to the breakdown of social 

solidarity. Hence, they tried to provide general explanations of the social world as they attempt to lay down general 

principles that can be used to explain the social world. These individuals are today are referred to as the founding 

fathers of sociology. 

 Major Theoretical Perspectives in Sociology and their relevance 
Sociologists usually use different sociological perspectives to enable them view social issues through a variety of useful 

lenses. In order words, they employ three primary theoretical perspectives in their study of society and human 

behaviour. These perspectives or theories include: Functionalist perspective which focus is on how each part of society 

functions together to contribute to the whole, Conflict perspective which focus is on how inequalities contribute to 

social differences and perpetuate differences in power and Symbolic interactionist perspective which focus is one-to-

one interactions and communications. These perspectives offer sociologists theoretical paradigms for explaining how 

society influences people, and how people also influence society and uniquely conceptualizes society, social forces, and 

human behaviour. 

 

 Basic Sociological concepts 
Sociological concepts are expressed in words and these concepts act as time savers and verbal shorthand for 

sociologists as they study man and his interaction with the social world. In other words, a sociological concept is a 

mental construct that represents some part of the world in a simplified form and which serves as a thinking tool in 

sociological analysis. For example, every science appropriates some common words and makes them into scientific 

concepts by giving them a specific definition and sociology is no exception. Examples of basic sociological concepts 

include: Society, Culture, Social facts, Social structure, Socialization, Social roles and social status. 

  

 Sociology as a science 
The question of whether sociology is a science or not continues to confuse the mind of many Sociologists and perhaps 

due to this, Sociologists got divided among themselves into two opposite groups; for one group of Sociologists, 

Sociology is a science because it adopts and applies the scientific method. Founding fathers of Sociology like Auguste 

Comte, Emile Durkheim and others subscribe to this view, while others like Max Weber hold different views which do 

not accept sociology as a Science. However, sociology can be regarded as a science because it adopts scientific method 

in its enquiries and conform to the notion of science in the following ways: it makes accurate observation, Objectivity is 

possible in Sociology, Sociology describes cause-effect relationship, Sociology makes accurate measurement,  

Sociology makes accurate Prediction,  Sociology makes generalization. Therefore, it is safe to conclude that 

Sociology is a science every bit as much as biology or chemistry. This is because Sociology, like natural and 
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biological sciences, makes use of vigorous methodology which means that sociologists clearly states the problems they 

are interested in and clearly spells out how they arrived at their conclusions. 

 

 Basic sociological assumptions. 
There are some basic assumptions sociologists make about the nature of social life and human behaviour. These 

assumptions include: 

 Disposition to believe than men are rational or irrational being 

 That human society is precarious or fundamentally stable 

 That social problems will correct themselves with or without planned intervention 

 That human behaviour is unpredictable 

 That man’s true humanity resides in his feelings and sentiments. 

In practice, all sociologists tend to commit themselves to a particular set of assumptions, and these assumptions direct 

the way research is conducted and conclusions reached. Without some starting point, research cannot proceed and 

sociological knowledge cannot be created. Assumptions about human behaviour such as whether it is governed by 

external or internal stimuli or whether it is rational or irrational will tend to determine whether quantitative or 

qualitative methods are adopted. 

 
 


